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Teaching Literature in Africa

1984

emmanuel ngara evaluates the ability of poets to communicate with their
readers his two studies of style and ideology in novels from africa have made
a considerable impact he has now used the same technique to help students
come to terms with the demanding question of poetic style from back cover

Ideology & Form in African Poetry

1990

learning to lead for transformation takes an international and inclusive
approach exploring learning and educational leadership from different
cultural and theoretical perspectives from habermas theory of cognitive
interests to freire s approach to education and ngara s decolonized
epistemology and ubuntu based developmental approach enriching his
presentation with japanese and western examples ngara uses the african
tradition of storytelling as well as engaging exercises to explore the
developmental approach to teaching and learning the link between the
proposed pedagogy and leadership development the importance of relevant
curriculum content the importance of approaches based on indigenous
knowledge systems or cultural traditions each topic is introduced with a
tuning in exercise and the reader is guided to reflect on their own
experiences and understanding throughout the book with discussion points
and activities

Art and Ideology in the African Novel

1985

annotation achebe writes of the old africa and the new tribal warfare and the
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war that goes on in people s hearts his story takes place two years after a
military coup in the mythical west african state of kangan and shows the
transformation of a brilliant young

Songs from the Temple

1992

a novel of great sensitivity about people in cape town organizing
underground opposition to apartheid

Learning to Lead for Transformation

2022-07-14

the dry forests and woodlands of sub saharan africa are major ecosystems with
a broad range of strong economic and cultural incentives for keeping them
intact however few people are aware of their importance compared to
tropical rainforests despite them being home to more than half of the
continent s population this unique book brings together scientific knowledge
on this topic from east west and southern africa and describes the
relationships between forests woodlands people and their livelihoods dry
forest is defined as vegetation dominated by woody plants primarily trees the
canopy of which covers more than 10 per cent of the ground surface
occurring in climates with a dry season of three months or more this broad
definition wider than those used by many authors incorporates vegetation
types commonly termed woodland shrubland thicket savanna wooded
grassland as well as dry forest in its strict sense the book provides a
comparative analysis of management experiences from the different
geographic regions emphasizing the need to balance the utilization of dry
forests and woodland products between current and future human needs
further the book explores the techniques and strategies that can be deployed
to improve the management of african dry forests and woodlands for the
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benefit of all but more importantly the communities that live off these
vegetation formations thus the book lays a foundation for improving the
management of dry forests and woodlands for the wide range of products and
services they provide

Anthills of the Savannah

1988

the persistence of indigenous african markets in the context of a hostile or
neglectful business and policy environment makes them worthy of analysis
an investigation of afrocentric business ethics is long overdue attempting to
understand the actions and efforts of informal traders and artisans from their
own points of view and analysing how they organise and get by allows for
viable approaches to be identified to integrate them into global urban models
and cultures using the utu ubuntu model to understand the activities of
traders and artisans in nairobi s markets this book explores how despite being
consistently excluded and disadvantaged they shape urban spaces in and
around the city and contribute to its development as a whole with immense
resilience and without discarding their own socio cultural or economic values
informal traders and artisans have created a territorial complex that can be
described as the african metropolis african markets and the utu buntu business
model sheds light on the ethics and values that underpin the work of traders
and artisans in nairobi as well as their resilience and positive impact on
urbanisation this book makes an important contribution to the discourse on
urban economics and planning in african cities

In the Fog of the Seasons' End

1992

in a rapidly changing educational climate leadership is more crucial than ever
to school performance internal capacity and effective partnerships are
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essential to navigate through change and meet the ever growing and
changing demands of stakeholders including policy makers and children
drawing on a wealth of research exploring the school leadership landscape
critically considers the ways in which school leadership and its practice have
evolved exploring what has changed and what has remained the same over
the last decade both empirically and theoretically informed it covers the
relationship between leadership and student learning school autonomy
accountability and the market leadership and governance leadership
intensification and distribution new models including system leadership this
book is essential reading for school leaders policy makers and students and
provides a comprehensive exploration of the changing leadership landscape
for anyone concerned about the future of our schools

The Dry Forests and Woodlands of Africa

2010-09-23

in sensuous knowledge minna salami draws on africa centric feminist first
and artistic traditions to help us rediscover inclusive and invigorating ways of
experiencing the world afresh combining the playfulness of a storyteller
with the insight of a social critic the book pries apart the systems of power
and privilege that have dominated ways of thinking for centuries and which
have led to so much division prejudice and damage and it puts forward a
new sensuous approach to knowledge one grounded in a host of global
perspectives from black feminism to personal narrative pop culture to high
art western philosophy to african mythology together comprising a vision of
hope for a fragmented world riven by crisis through the prism of this new
knowledge salami offers fresh insights into the key cultural issues that affect
women s lives how are we to view sisterhood motherhood or even
womanhood itself what is power and why do we conceive of beauty how
does one achieve liberation she asks women to break free of the prison made
by ingrained male centric biases and build a house themselves a home that
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can nurture us all sensuous knowledge confirms minna salami as one the
most important spokespeople of today and the arrival of a blistering new
literary voice

African Markets and the Utu-Ubuntu Business
Model

2019-03-06

the 1990 commonwealth writers regional prize voted harvest of thorns the
winner in the best book category harvest of thorns tells the story of benjamin
tichafa who grows up in rhodesia in the 1960s from a conservative religious
family but exposed to the heady ideas of the black nationalist movements the
young student is pulled in different directions isolated and troubled at
boarding school he is provoked into leaving making his way to mozambique
and joining the freedom fighters there in the crucible of a bitter civil war of
liberation the young man develops into manhood returning hardened at
independence he feels that little has changed not least within his own family
circumstances and asks himself what it means to be free in the new
zimbabwe

Exploring the School Leadership Landscape

2013-10-24

over the last forty years the estimated number of international schools
worldwide has increased from fewer than 300 to 6400 in 2012 this explosion
is a response to the needs of a world in which borders are being traversed
with ever greater ease and children increasingly need to be prepared for the
global opportunities that await them in this book international school
specialists reflect on where the movement has come from how it stands and
where developments are heading offering insightful observations on these
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unique institutions this is a comprehensive resource for students researchers
and professionals with an interest in the future of education in a globalized
world

Sensuous Knowledge

2020-03-25

the multitudinous nature of african literature has always been an issue but
really not a problem although its oral base has been used by expatriate critics
to accuse african literature of thin plots superficial characterisation and
narrative structures african literature also it is observed is a mixed grill it is
oral it is written in vernacular or tribal tongues written in foreign tongues
english french portuguese and within the foreign language in which it is
written pidgin and creole further bend the already bent language giving
african literature a further taint of linguistic impurity african literature
further suffers from the nature of its newness and this created problems for
the critic because it is new and because its critics are in simultaneous
existence with its writers we confront the problem of instant analysis issues
in african literature continues the debate and tries to clarify contemporary
burning issues in african literature by focussing on particular areas where the
debate has been most concerned or around which it has hovered and been
persistent

Two Thousand Seasons

1979

gender identity and educational leadership explores how head teachers social
identities particularly pertaining to gender social class and ethnicity influence
their leadership of diverse populations of pupils and staff informed by new
research conducted throughout the first decade of the 21st century and
advances in gender theories the book draws attention to how head teachers
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views of their diverse school populations influence school leadership
connections are made between head teachers social identities their personal
and professional histories and their perceptions of diversity amongst the
children young people staff and the wider communities they serve

Harvest of Thorns

2018-02-01

this book compiles a set of 26 papers that present the direct practical
experiences and results of a large number of local practitioners and experts
that supported the transboundary agro ecosystem management project of the
kagera river basin kagera tamp during the period 2010 2015 the book has
been compiled by the land and water division of the food and agriculture
organization of the united nations fao to reflect the wide range of experiences
approaches and tools that were used for promoting participatory diagnostics
adaptive management and adoption of sustainable land and agro ecosystem
management slam practices from farm to watershed landscape scale the
project was supported by the global environment facility gef the
governments of the four countries that share the transboundary basin
burundi rwanda the united republic of tanzania and uganda and project
partners it is hoped that the lessons learned are considered and taken up by
the governments and the terrafrica partnership for scaling up and
mainstreaming slam as part of the wider set of lessons learned from the 36
projects in 26 countries under the terrafrica strategic investment programme
including kagera tamp

International Education and Schools

2013-10-24

the great lakes region of africa has seen dramatic changes after a decade of
war repression and genocide loosely allied regimes have replaced old style
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dictatorships the path of a genocide examines the decade 1986 97 that brackets
the 1994 genocide in rwanda this collection of essays is both a narrative of
that event and a deep reexamination of the international role in addressing
humanitarian issues and complex emergencies nineteen donor countries and
seventeen multilateral organizations international agencies and international
nongovernmental organizations pooled their efforts for an in depth evaluation
of the international response to the conflict in rwanda original studies were
commissioned from scholars from uganda rwanda zaire ethiopia norway great
britain france canada and the united states while each chapter in this volume
focuses on one dimension of the rwanda conflict together they tell the story
of this unfolding genocide and the world s response the path of a genocide
offers readers a perspective in sharp contrast to the tendency to treat a peace
agreement as the end to conflict this is a detailed effort to make sense of the
political crisis and genocide in rwanda and the effects it had on its neighbors

Issues in African Literature

2010

the wide adoption of wastewater treatment processes and use of novel
technologies for improvement of nitrogen and phosphorus removals from
wastewater have been introduced to meet stringent discharge standards
municipal wastewater treatment plants mwwtps are one of major
contributors to the increase in the global ghg emissions and therefore it is
necessary to carry out intensive studies on quantification assessment and
characterization of ghg emissions in wastewater treatment plants on the life
cycle assessment from ghg emission prospective and on the ghg mitigation
strategies greenhouse gas emission and mitigation in municipal wastewater
treatment plants summarizes the recent development in studies of
greenhouse gas emissions n2o ch4 and co2 in mwwtps it also summarizes the
development in life cycle assessment on ghg emissions in consideration of the
energy usage in mwwtps the strategies in mitigating ghg emissions are
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discussed and the book provides an overview for researchers students water
professionals and policy makers on ghg emission and mitigation in mwwtps
and industrial wastewater treatment processes the book is a valuable resource
for undergraduate and postgraduate students in the water climate and energy
areas of research it is also a useful reference source for water professionals
government policy makers and research institutes

Gender, Identity and Educational Leadership

2013-10-31

exploring literatures from a range of countries this book provides a
comprehensive introduction to some of the central features of language in a
wide variety of postcolonial texts

Sustainable Land Management (SLM) in practice in
the Kagera Basin

2018-05-24

the federal government of nigeria has adopted an ambitious strategy to make
nigeria the world s 20th largest economy by 2020 sustaining such a pace of
growth will entail rapid expansion of the level of activity in key carbon
emitting sectors such as power oil and gas agriculture and transport in the
absence of policies to accompany economic growth with a reduced carbon foot
print emissions of greenhouse gases could more than double in the next two
decades this study finds that there are several options for nigeria to achieve
the development objectives of vision 20 2020 and beyond but stabilizing
emissions at 2010 levels and with domestic benefits in the order of 2 percent
of gdp these benefits include cheaper and more diversified electricity sources
more efficient operation of the oil and gas industry more productive and
climate resilient agriculture and better transport services resulting in fuel
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economies better air quality and reduced congestion the study outlines
several actions that the federal government could undertake to facilitate the
transition towards a low carbon economy including enhanced governance for
climate action integration of climate consideration in the agriculture
transformation agenda promotion of energy efficiency programs scale up of
low carbon technologies in power generation such as renewables an
combined cycle gas turbines and enhance vehicle fuel efficiency

The Path of a Genocide

2017-07-05

the book is based on african research and reviews on school leadership
preparation and development taking stock of where the field is in this
geographical region and what lies ahead the exclusive focus on sub saharan
african countries is driven by the desire to foreground african experiences
highlighting gaps and asking critical questions about contextually relevant
models of leadership that can drive towards improved educational outcomes
for african children the countries explored include botswana cameroon ghana
kenya lesotho namibia nigeria south africa and tanzania written by a
collective of seasoned researchers with extensive experience in the field and
on the continent this volume is timely as the field is in need of serious
political attention for these reasons the book is an important resource for
policy makers school leaders and other practitioners students educators of
school leadership preparation programmes as well as researchers in the field
on the continent and the diaspora

Greenhouse Gas Emission and Mitigation in
Municipal Wastewater Treatment Plants

2018-01-15
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full of political intrigue and corruption smouldering charcoal illustrates the
devastating injustice inflicted on society by the ruling classes in postcolonial
malawi two couples one poor and working class the other college educated
and social risers both live under the brutal regime of the leader inside his
nation secret informants are everywhere and any form of protest will get
you killed following their very different perspectives both discover that
violence and oppression has invaded every level of society it soon becomes
apparent that even after overthrowing an empire one evil can simply be
replaced by another compassionate and real the book praises the tenacity of
the human spirit without glamorizing it new internationalist

The Language of Postcolonial Literatures

2002

from the renowned author of the african trilogy a political satire about an
unnamed african country navigating a path between violence and corruption
as minister for culture former school teacher m a nanga is a man of the people
as cynical as he is charming and a roguish opportunist when odili an idealistic
young teacher visits his former instructor at the ministry the division
between them is vast but in the eat and let eat atmosphere odili s idealism
soon collides with his lusts and the two men s personal and political tauntings
threaten to send their country into chaos when odili launches a vicious
campaign against his former mentor for the same seat in an election their
mutual animosity drives the country to revolution published prophetically
just days before nigeria s first attempted coup in 1966 a man of the people is
an essential part of achebe s body of work

Low-Carbon Development

2013-06-28

drawing together diverse research perspectives and theoretical
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underpinnings this handbook explores gender as a social category and
examines cultural and social differences bringing together diverse
perspectives from around the world including from africa europe the middle
east the uk and the usa the volume sets out the gender and educational
leadership and management field providing a snapshot of the field as it stands
signalling its development and directions for future development it offers
focused reviews of empirical research on particular aspects of the field and
presents new insights from research findings and methodological approaches

Preparation and Development of School Leaders in
Africa

2019-11-28

seminar paper from the year 2002 in the subject english language and
literature studies linguistics grade 1 7 humboldt university of berlin institut
für anglistik amerikanistik course hs southern hemisphere english language
english abstract at the beginning of our seminar with the title southern
hemisphere english we agreed on a short definition of what we see as
linguistic or language situation the linguistic situation describes the ethnic
and or regional distribution as well as the social and functional distribution
and hierarchy of the languages or varieties that are used for communication
in a certain generally administrative territory according to prevalent ethnic
political socio economic and cultural conditions it is always the result of
historical processes and largely depends on the language policy adopted in the
territory i start the paper with a short look at zimbabwe s colonial history
later on i examine the linguistic situation and the kind of language policy
existing in zimbabwe in this context i talk about the languages spoken in
zimbabwe their status and functions and the speakers attitudes towards those
languages furthermore i give a short summary of the results of the harare
1997 intergovernmental conference on language policies in africa finally i try
to give an impression of some of the peculiarities of the variety of english
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spoken in zimbabwe due to the contact with and the influence of the
indigenous language shona there is some notable lexical syntactical as well as
phonological variation other features i deal with are the social varieties of
english in zimbabwe and the role of english in zimbabwean literature in
summary this paper aims at illustrating the linguistic situation in this former
british colony by looking at the legal regulations de jure situation concerning
the status and functions of the languages spoken most widely as well as the
de facto situation and the relation between the two apart from that i also
want to give an impression of the kind of english spoken in zimbabwe and
maybe find out whether something like a zimbabwean variety of english
exists

Smouldering Charcoal

2024-02-01

this edited volume expands on the existent research on anti racist educational
leadership by identifying what type of capacity building is needed for school
administrators to facilitate anti racist change in their schools racial inequities
in education persist in part because the solutions that districts and schools
choose to employ largely ignore why and how institutional and structural
racism is the root cause of inequities in education yet racial inequities in
schooling can be redressed if districts and schools have leaders who are
deeply committed to combatting racism in their daily practice and structures
of schooling this book underscores why we need more educational leaders
who adopt an anti racist stance in how they lead and are prepared to work
toward racial justice and equity in a society so entrenched in racism through
diverse perspectives and voices including scholars in the field of educational
leadership sociologists of education school and district administrators and
grassroots community members and activist groups this book addresses issues
related to anti racist educational leadership at various levels
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Language Policy and National Unity in South
Africa/Azania

1989

this is the first anthology to bring together the key texts of african literary
theory and criticism brings together key texts that are otherwise hard to
locate covers all genres and critical schools provides the intellectual context
for understanding african literature facilitates the future development of
african literary criticism

A Man of the People

2016-09-30

sustainable school transformation an inside out school led approach explores
how we can best build a truly world class education system it presents a
theoretical and practical case for an alternative approach that combines the
rigour of traditional top down accountability models with the engagement
and buy in of school led inside out approaches a combination which can be
applied to any school in any context internationally david crossley and a
range of practitioners and academics draw on their extensive experience of
past approaches to school improvement in the uk and us rather than reject
top down accountability models they explore new ways of developing them
alongside inside out school led approaches that really do motivate those in our
schools who in the final analysis have to deliver the aspirations of politicians
and our wider societies for all our young people the book is based on the
premise that peter drucker s notion of addictive achievement discussed in
relation to students in post capitalist society applies to staff and schools too and
if we want to build a truly world class system it will only be achieved
through the motivation and resultant efforts of all those in our schools
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The Bloomsbury Handbook of Gender and
Educational Leadership and Management

2022-02-24

where schools working in adverse conditions are achieving outstanding
learning outcomes what is it that these schools do to achieve these outcomes
are there common factors here which could apply everywhere or at least in
the vast majority of circumstances drawing on a range of research including
interviews with children parents teachers and school leaders in rural and
urban contexts in england greece india malaysia seychelles south africa
tanzania and the usa the authorship team explores these important questions
the excitement and enthusiasm for and a commitment to learning in which
every single person there was involved seems to underpin the achievement
while this often sprang from the school s leaders who set the tone and were
highly visible inspirations to everyone else leadership was found at every
level of these schools with people feeling empowered to lead and manage in
the way that worked for their learners the book is filled with case studies
showcasing examples of children and young people who have overcome
huge disadvantages in their lives and circumstances to achieve their potential
at school these children and young people are not super heroes but mostly
children with normal abilities and talents who have succeeded thanks to
highly effective work and strategies by leaders teachers and staff in their
schools whilst some of the obstacles which prevent disadvantaged children
from achieving in education can only be removed through changing features
of certain education systems themselves there are clear identifiable strategies
to be used and actions that can be taken in any school to raise the
achievement of those children from disadvantaged contexts after describing
and analysing the causes and consequences of various kinds of disadvantage
the book puts forward key principles and show how they underpin actions
and strategies for leaders and others to apply in their schools at whole school
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classroom and individual level

The linguistic situation in Zimbabwe

2007-05-15

this text broadly and comprehensively covers the area of law of succession in
kenya it exposes the substantive succession legal regime applying in kenya as
well as the kenyan probate practice it is tailored specifically for the legal
practitioner the magistrate and judge and the law student some of the key
areas covered include testate succession intestacy post mortem alterations
among many others it is currently the only text on succession law in kenya

Strengthening Anti-Racist Educational Leaders

2021-10-21

launched in nairobi in 1960 three years before the birth of independent
kenya the nation group of newspapers grew up sharing the struggles of an
infant nation suffering the pain of its failures and rejoicing in its successes
marking its 50th anniversary in 2010 the nation looks back on its
performance as the standard bearer for journalistic integrity and how far it
fell short or supported the loyalty demanded by its founding slogan the truth
shall make you free the aga khan was still a student at harvard university
when he decided that an honest and independent newspaper would be a
crucial contribution to east africa s peaceful transition to democracy the
sunday nation and daily nation were launched in 1960 when independence
for kenya was not far over the horizon they quickly established a reputation
for honesty and fair mindedness while shocking the colonial and settler
establishment by calling for the release of the man who could become the
nation s first prime minister jomo kenyatta and early negotiations for uhuru
the history of the nation papers and that of kenya are closely intertwined in
the heat of its printing presses and philosophical struggles that story is told
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here from committed beginnings to its position today as east africa s leading
newspaper group

African Literature

2007-07-10

how can school leaders shape organisations that offer consistently high quality
rounded and equitable education in the context of rapid change how can
wider education systems support and encourage all schools to succeed in this
way what are the challenges and opportunities involved what can we learn
from existing evidence and research school leadership and education system
reform considers the ways in which school leadership and its practice has
changed and developed in response to a rapidly changing educational context
over the last decade this new edition is substantially revised and updated
with ten completely new chapters it includes contributions from a range of
leading thinkers and researchers in the field of educational leadership and
management theoretically and conceptually informed the contributors draw
on recent empirical research studies into leadership learning and system
reform in england and more widely to explore the key issues for
contemporary school leadership and management in high autonomy high
accountability systems new chapters look at system governance and lateral
accountability in self improving school systems leading curriculum
development and accelerating progress for disadvantaged children in schools
effective deployment of teaching assistants leadership for inclusion school
collaboration partnerships and system leadership securing improvement at
scale across multiple schools and across localities new conceptions of leadership
including ethical and invitational leadership school leadership and education
system reform provides accessible but research and theory informed chapters
each of which includes summaries and suggestions for further reading
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Sustainable School Transformation

2013-10-30

in light of the uses and misuses of history in zimbabwean politics in recent
years this research report focuses on how versions of the country s liberation
war history have become a site of struggle over the definition of zimbabwean
national identity as identity politics often do zimbabwean nationalism draws
on a wide field of cultural symbols of identity and political discourses of
inclusion and exclusion therefore the report takes a cross disciplinary
approach to the issue of national identity by mapping out the imaginary field
of zimbabwean nationalism this approach opens up the possibility of cross
reading the political discourses of the president and the ruling party zanu pf
with opposing voices such as those in the works of the author yvonne vera
this cross reading shows how vera s novels and the political discourses
participate in the struggle over zimbabwean national identity by offering
different versions of the nation s history in the form of patriotic history
feminist nationalism or narratives of difference in this way the research
report adds to our understanding of power and resistance in zimbabwean
politics of national identity

Minted Coins

1987

understanding educational leadership guides you through critical
perspectives and approaches across the world taking in the global north and
south and explores the ways in which educational leadership is currently
understood theorised researched modelled and practised the book also covers
contemporary issues including gender sexual identity and race as well as
topics such as governance performativity and corporatisation it brings
together evidence and ideas that illuminate the power structures and
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relations in educational leaders leading and leadership and helps you to
consider the impact on policy and practice and to think about changes needed
to mitigate the issues identified the book showcases a wide range of theorists
including bourdieu foucault and fraser its impressive scope includes analyses
of collectivist neoliberal and historical influences on educational leadership it
explores forensically leadership styles with an explicit focus on distributed
instructional democratic autocratic laissez faire and organisational forms
carefully curated by the editors the world leading contributors draw on their
wealth of knowledge about research and practice to provide you with an
overview of educational leadership today looking at global research evidence
arguments and conceptualisations each chapter is written in an engaging and
inspiring way following a consistent approach to help you to develop your
understanding in each of the areas covered full pedagogical features
throughout include chapter summaries key questions case studies questions
for readers and further reading suggestions with questions on key texts a
companion website provides links to open access outputs research project
outcomes and networking seminars conferences with links to local national
and global events and connections

The Media History of Tanzania

1998

it is clear that serious efforts are needed to arrest dryland degradation and
restore degraded lands the simple but urgent aim of these guidelines is to
support such efforts it is the first time that global guidelines on dryland
restoration are made available these guidelines target two main groups
policymakers and other decision makers and practitioners because both have
the power to bring about positive change
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Leading Disadvantaged Learners

2021-10-07

Law of Succession

2006

West African Verse

1967

Birth of a Nation

2010-02-12

School Leadership and Education System Reform

2021-08-26

Tales of the Nation

2004

Understanding Educational Leadership

2021-01-28
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Global Guidelines for the Restoration of Degraded
Forests and Landscapes in Drylands

2015
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